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By defining strategic objectives for the network of
influenza laboratories that have national influenza
centre status or national function within European
Union Member States, Iceland and Norway, it is possible to align their priorities in undertaking virological
surveillance of influenza. This will help maintain and
develop the network to meet and adapt to new challenges over the next 3–5 years and underpin a longerterm strategy over 5–10 years. We analysed the key
activities undertaken by influenza reference laboratories in Europe and categorised them into a framework of four key strategic objectives areas: enhancing
laboratory capability, ensuring laboratory capacity,
providing emergency response and translating laboratory data into information for public health action. We
make recommendations on the priority areas for future
development.

Introduction

Functional reference laboratory networks capable of
undertaking detailed strain characterisation are an
important element of communicable disease control.
Such networks are major contributors to public health
intervention policies through provision of timely and
detailed scientific data.
Continuing emergence of influenza viruses emphasises
the need for accurate and rapid detection capability
and detailed strain characterisation. The influenza
A(H1N1)pdm09 pandemic [1], the emergence of influenza A(H3N2)v in the United States (US) in 2012 [2]
and the more recent emergence of influenza A(H7N9)
[3], influenza A(H9N2) [4], influenza A(H10N8) [5] and
the novel Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) infections in humans in 2013 [6] have
highlighted the continual threat to human health from
new and emerging respiratory viruses with pandemic
potential.
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Virological data are collected through continuous
global surveillance to monitor the characteristics of
circulating influenza viruses, for example, in virus antigenicity, genetics and antiviral susceptibility to guide
appropriate response and intervention activities. Data
are used to inform the selection of the best candidate
vaccine strains for the annual influenza vaccine. The
surveillance activities inform a proportionate response
that can be escalated in a rapid and coordinated manner as required.
The influenza laboratory network in Europe is well
established and has performed virological surveillance
since 1952 through World Health Organization (WHO)recognised national influenza centres (NICs) [7]. The
European Influenza laboratory network was further
strengthened in 1995 by the formation of the European
Influenza Surveillance System (EISS) [8], which in
2003 became the Community Network of Reference
Laboratories for Human Influenza in Europe (CNRL) [9].
Since then, the European Influenza laboratory network has been coordinated by the European Centre
for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) and the
WHO Regional Office for Europe (WHO/Europe) with
the assistance of a group of experts from within the
network, and is now termed the European Reference
Laboratory Network for Human Influenza (ERLI-Net).
The key capabilities of this network within Europe currently include:
• ability to respond to new and emerging influenza
viruses through the development of laboratory diagnostic capabilities and data capture systems that
link to clinical surveillance;
• provision of an appropriately trained cohort of virologists/microbiologists with the necessary laboratory surveillance techniques, in particular skills in
virus detection and virus isolation;
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Figure 1
Key laboratory activities and outputs and the resulting public health outcomes for each strategic objective
Key laboratory activities and outputs

Strategic objectives

Enhancing laboratory capability

Maintain and improve technical competence
Implement new technologies
Improve the data available to link severity and virus evolution
Improve harmonisation and interpretation of antiviral
susceptibility data
Undertake a programme of training and quality assessment
Improve the ability to produce or access reference/control material
and reagents

Ensuring laboratory capacity

Optimise the representativeness of the surveillance
system by using statistical sample size approach
Improve the range of virus diagnosis (for other respiratory viruses)
Incorporate flexibility and resilience for surge response

Providing emergency response

Translating laboratory data into
information for public health action

Improve risk assessment and early warning response
Improve ability to respond to emergent infections, including
provision of reagents
Increase collaborative links with other sectors

Inform disease control measures
Improve communication and coordination of response for
seasonal influenza and emergency incidents/situations
Improve stakeholder liaison and communication

• generation of genetic and antigenic data on circulating influenza viruses;
• generation of phenotypic and genotypic data on
influenza antiviral susceptibility;
• capability and capacity to respond to a rapid upsurge
in laboratory activity as a result of an epidemic or
pandemic of influenza viruses, with resilience to
sustain a long-term response to an emerging threat;
• participation in regular external quality assurance
(EQA) activities, underpinned by targeted training
where necessary, to ensure reliability of results generated for diagnostic and surveillance purposes.
Changing health service priorities and political structures within the WHO European Region mean it is timely
to consider the alignment of key laboratory networks
and their future roles, to ensure maximum benefit from
specialist activities.

Objectives of this analysis

To help align the diverse priorities of ECDC and WHO/
Europe, the development of common strategic objectives was undertaken to provide a framework for the
maintenance and further development of a high-quality, cohesive laboratory network for the virological
surveillance of influenza within the European Region.
Strategic priorities were developed through consultation and a Delphi structured communication process
over a period of six months in 2013 involving ERLI-Net
members. This was used to further refine the strategic
priorities before submission to ECDC and WHO/Europe.
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Public health outcomes
Strain selection data for vaccine
production
Recommendations on antiviral
susceptibility in diﬀerent patient
subgroups; guidance on prophylaxis,
treatment and outbreak management in
complex clinical situations
Improved knowledge about risk factors
for severe outcome of infection
Improved estimation of disease burden
through virus detection in subgroups of
the population
Increased flexibility of surveillance
systems to respond to evolving
situations
Improved ability to detect, assess and
respond to respiratory virus threats in
near real-time
Provision of timely scientific data to
inform disease prevention and control
policies and public health decision-making

Strategic priorities for the European influenza
laboratory network

While national influenza laboratory surveillance systems across Europe differ in their foundation, organisation, funding basis and regional interaction with
national authorities, the influenza virological surveillance activities undertaken by NICs are largely
consistent.
Laboratory activities were categorised into four key
strategic objectives in order to provide a framework
to guide laboratories in prioritising their influenza
surveillance activities, and to aid the identification of
operational issues and challenges for the maintenance
and development of the laboratory network in order
to meet and adapt to new challenges, including the
emergence of other respiratory virus threats, over the
coming years: (i) enhancing laboratory capability; (ii)
ensuring laboratory capacity; (iii) providing emergency
response; and (iv) translating laboratory data into
information for public health action.
The key laboratory activities and outputs, and the
resulting public health outcomes in each of the strategic objectives are illustrated in Figure 1. The priority
areas for development in each strategic objective are
shown in the Table.

Enhancing laboratory capability

The key priorities in ensuring that the laboratory
network has the capability to characterise unusual
influenza A viruses, send isolates for vaccine strain
selection to the WHO Collaborating Centre for Reference
and Research on Influenza, London, and operate under
www.eurosurveillance.org

Table
Recommendations for the development of the influenza laboratory network in Europe in key strategic objectives
Strategic objectives

Enhancing laboratory capability

Ensuring laboratory capacity

Providing emergency response

Translating laboratory data into
information for public health
action

Suggested actions in priority areas
• Undertake gap analysis to identify network requirements and develop workplan of remedial actions.
• Improve coordination of training activities between WHO/Europe and ECDC.
• Ensure expertise and technical support for developments so that network is responding to the latest
technological advances (e.g. generic PCRs, multiplex-PCRs, next generation sequencing, point-of-care
testing).
• Develop structured training activities to (i) address performance issues identified through EQA and (ii)
provide refresher/advanced training to laboratories with more established capabilities.
• Align laboratory core competences based on expert consultation of technology feasibility and network
priorities for public health benefit.
• Improve the completeness and quality of antiviral susceptibility data reporting to inform use of
antiviral therapies and clinical guidance.
• Development of web-based in silico (sequence questionnaire tools) to enhance diagnostic capability
within the network in the event of an emerging virus.
• Optimise the representativeness of country-level surveillance systems, e.g. using statistical sample
size.
• Ensure robust virological data from a range of healthcare settings e.g. primary care, secondary care
(both routine hospital admissions and critical care), and from a spectrum of clinical illness from
subclinical (through population-based surveillance studies and serological assessment) to severe
illness (SARI) and death.
• Virologists from network laboratories should be encouraged to liaise with their epidemiology
colleagues to develop plans for statistical and systematic approaches to support evidence-based
decisions.
• Improve risk assessment and early warning response, e.g. in the event of the emergence of a new virus
subtype, it may be necessary to quickly modify the sampling strategy to target population subgroups
preferentially affected (e.g. young children or pregnant women) to obtain data to inform the response.
• Effective use of virological data to enable early recognition of infection threats or prediction of
epidemiological trends, and facilitate early public health intervention.
• Incorporate flexibility and resilience for surge response with respect to diagnostics and workforce.
• Assess current status of BSL-3 facilities within the laboratory network, and develop plan to ensure all
countries have access to BSL-3 facilities to respond to highly pathogenic influenza virus strains.
• Develop a European laboratory network outbreak/emergency response plan so that network members
are aware of coordination arrangements and what outputs can be expected.
• Assessment and further development of laboratory testing algorithms.
• Use laboratory surveillance data more effectively in order to inform disease control measures.
• Reshape the outputs of the laboratory network to improve the public health focus and visibility to
network members, politicians, academia, etc.
• Develop more high-quality automated data processing to ensure that surveillance outputs are timelier,
more accessible and user-customisable to meet the requirements of relevant stakeholders.

BSL-3: biosafety level 3; ECDC: European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control; EQA: external quality assessment; PCR: polymerase chain
reaction; SARI: severe acute respiratory illness; WHO/Europe: World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe.

biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) conditions to detect highly
pathogenic influenza viruses, as well as other emerging respiratory virus threats such as MERS-CoV, are as
follows. First, maintain technical skills such as virus
isolation in embryonated chicken eggs and antigenic
characterisation of virus isolates that are beginning
to decline due to a shift to molecular technologies.
Second, increase laboratory preparedness and resilience through the introduction of new capabilities such
as molecular detection, sequencing and next generation sequencing.
To meet the diverse requirements of the European
Region, where laboratories are geographically separated and developments are often undertaken at different speeds, a coordinated programme of training is
required including the following: ‘wet laboratory’ practical training; a shift towards e-learning and distancelearning technologies; annual meetings; twinning
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and use of EQA to identify gaps and weaknesses in
capability.
The rate of introduction of new skills into the laboratory network is dependent on underlying funding
mechanisms and decisions about which capabilities to
introduce versus which to omit must be undertaken at
a strategic level.
Initiatives have been under way within ERLI-Net over
recent years to offer network members a comprehensive programme of laboratory training, including
practical-based training underpinned by theoretical
instruction (for example, influenza virus isolation and
characterisation and antiviral susceptibility testing),
lecture-based theoretical instruction (for example,
influenza sequencing) and more recently, e-learning
webcast (for training sessions on primer design). A
twinning initiative has been established to foster interaction and support between laboratory network members, supported by a small financial grant to cover
3

Figure 2
Improving the capability for virus diagnosis within the European influenza laboratory network
Emerging new virus
Viral sequences available
Sharing of protocols

Laboratory network in silico
assessment of typing
and subtyping capability
Prediction of individual laboratory
detection capability
Good

Poor

No further action

Adjust reagents

Wait for practical testing via distribution
of viral RNA control material
Evaluation of testing results

Recommendations
for improvements

Assessment of laboratory network preparedness
and response capacity for new threat

Distribution
of guidance

Source of image: ©Istockphoto

travel and subsistence costs to visit a partner laboratory. It is hoped that long-standing collaborations will
be established between network laboratories to help
improve resilience and communication.
Both WHO/Europe and ERLI-Net coordinate regular EQA
programmes to evaluate the technical capability of the
influenza network of laboratories. ERLI-Net undertakes
biennial EQA of laboratory capability in European Union
(EU)/European Economic Area (EEA) countries, results
of which inform a programme of training activities.
Through the regular collection of EQA data for the ERLINet, it is possible to undertake comparative analyses
and identify changes in performance. The most recent
EQA in 2013 included virus isolation and antigenic and
genetic characterisation, and phenotypic and genetic
characterisation of antiviral susceptibility techniques,
which are not currently covered by the WHO EQA Project
(EQAP) [10]. The 2011 antiviral EQA assessment by ERLINet was the first of its kind globally [11].
Laboratory preparedness and technical performance
has also been assessed, through an ‘in silico’ exercise in 2011 to detect novel reassortant and circulating triple reassortant (TRA) influenza A(H3N2) swine
4

viruses in humans [12], and more recently, in 2013, in
collaboration with ECDC and WHO/Europe, for the rapid
assessment of laboratory preparedness for detection
of the novel avian influenza A(H7N9) virus in EU/EEA
countries [13].
In the future, rapid assessment activities, as illustrated
in Figure 2, should be extended to all laboratories in
the European Region to provide assurance on the range
of virus diagnosis.

Ensuring laboratory capacity

The key priorities in ensuring capacity of laboratories
in the network include ensuring robust staffing mechanisms and succession planning are in place, and ensuring the capacity to scale up the surveillance response
and link to clinical surveillance programmes.
Network activities need to focus on staff succession
planning to ensure that the European influenza laboratory network has the capacity to meet the shifting
technological priorities. Surveillance development
initiatives need to link virological data to clinical surveillance programmes, and be underpinned by robust
statistical data to ensure the network will target its
www.eurosurveillance.org

resources in the most efficient way, help inform effective intervention strategies, and provide a scaleable
response in the event of a future epidemic or pandemic.

Providing emergency response

To provide timely and effective emergency response,
the European influenza laboratory network needs to
have coordinated arrangements for risk assessment
and early warning.
Following the emergence of the influenza A(H7N9)
virus in early 2013, ECDC, WHO/Europe and the ERLINet Coordination Team convened regularly by teleconference to plan activities to assess network capability,
distribute positive-control viruses and virus RNA, provide relevant information on primers/probes for diagnosing influenza A viruses with pandemic potential,
and to draft a technical briefing note on diagnostic preparedness [14]. Since then, regular communication has
taken place between all partner organisations as part
of early warning and response activities.

Translating laboratory data into improved
public health outputs

The influenza laboratory network needs to maximise
the public health outputs from routinely generated
virological surveillance data. The priorities include:
(i) targeted surveillance of deaths and serious illness
due to influenza; (ii) estimating influenza vaccine
effectiveness and identifying influenza vaccine failures; (iii) timely analysis and interpretation of data to
inform public health action; and (iv) improved technical data provision through improved visual display and
dissemination.

the whole European region, rather than the previous
separate ECDC- and WHO/Europe-run systems. Data
collected via this platform have been used to produce
a single joint surveillance bulletin [18], thereby improving consistency in communication across the region.

Conclusions

Successful implementation of these strategic objectives will produce a European laboratory network that
can deliver the following:
• the capability and capacity to monitor seasonal
influenza and to respond to the emergence of novel
influenza virus subtypes and reassortants, as well
as other newly emerging respiratory virus infections
in a timely and coordinated manner;
• a scalable response in the event of a newly emerging influenza virus or other novel respiratory virus
threat;
• expertise and technical developments to ensure that
it is responding to the latest technological advances
(e.g. generic PCRs, multiplex PCRs, next generation
sequencing, point-of-care testing);
• outputs required by stakeholders to inform public
health action;
• the provision of timely and accurate surveillance
data to health professionals and commissioners of
healthcare services to inform effective intervention
(e.g. vaccination programmes or antiviral treatment)
and improve patient outcomes;

A number of initiatives are already under way to use the
wealth of virological data generated by the influenza
laboratory network to strengthen evidence-based decision-making: for example, some laboratories currently
undertake surveillance for severe disease and deaths
due to influenza (SARI surveillance). These data are
incorporated into the routine weekly influenza surveillance overview (WISO) produced by ECDC [15]. Further
work is underway to improve the quality and comparability of SARI surveillance data across the European
region [16], and increase the number of countries who
currently participate.

• a programme of EQA to ensure the technical capability of laboratories within the network;

ERLI-Net produces regular influenza virus characterisation surveillance reports for ECDC, which present the
results of the antigenic and genetic analysis of influenza viruses isolated in Europe undertaken by WHO
Collaborating Centre for Reference and Research on
Influenza in London [17]. The reports provide network
virologists with detailed technical data that allow them
to compare viruses they have isolated in a wider background context. This may help assist evaluation of circulating strains within different countries.

Influenza laboratories across Europe operate in different contexts, for example, public health institutes,
universities or research agencies, with little or no
consistency in funding mechanisms. As a result, the
laboratories use different technical approaches and
diagnostic platforms according to local need, which
is challenging for the standardisation of molecular
activities in particular. As the financial pressures of
the current economic climate are expected to continue
over the coming years, a more systematic and strategic approach to virological surveillance is needed to
respond to shifting priorities.

A single software platform was implemented in the
2014/15 influenza season for data collection across
www.eurosurveillance.org

• a programme of training and development for
virologists within the network to maintain technical competence and ensure continuing professional
development;
• identification of areas for further research and
development in diagnostics, surveillance and control of infection (through antiviral drugs and vaccination programmes).
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Optimisation of surveillance systems using, for example, statistical sample size calculations, will provide
a desired level of confidence in the data to inform
situational assessments, improve system approaches,
focus resources and justify funding needs. By enhancing the public health benefit of the data through timely
reporting and analysis, it will be possible to strengthen
the evidence-based decision-making to inform policymakers and disease prevention and control strategies
within a country and across the wider European Region.
Strategic planning for the European influenza laboratory network coincides with ongoing surveillance
development activities under way within Europe [19]
and in the US [20]. A number of the activities outlined
in the Table are already under way within ERLI-Net.
In order to achieve efficient and effective implementation of the recommendations across the European
Region, ECDC and WHO/Europe will need to develop a
systematic approach to assessing current laboratory
capability and capacity, and provide the tools necessary to aid planning and resource allocation within
defined timescales. This will ensure that the network
is able to respond in a strategic and efficient manner
to new challenges over the next 3–5 years and develop
a longer-term strategy over the next 5–10 years,
thereby contributing effectively to the global surveillance of influenza and other emerging respiratory virus
infections.
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